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Abstract: The impact of Crowdsourcing and citizen science activities on academia, businesses,
governance and society has been enormous. This is more prevalent today with citizens and
communities collaborating with organizations, businesses and authorities to contribute in a variety
of manners, starting from mere data providers to being key stakeholders in various decision-making
processes. The “Crowdsourcing for observations from Satellites” project is a recently concluded study
supported by demonstration projects funded by European Space Agency (ESA). The objective of
the project was to investigate the different facets of how crowdsourcing and citizen science impact
upon the validation, use and enhancement of Observations from Satellites (OS) products and services.
This paper presents our findings in a stakeholder analysis activity involving participants who are
experts in crowdsourcing, citizen science for Earth Observations. The activity identified three critical
areas that needs attention by the community as well as provides suggestions to potentially help in
addressing some of the challenges identified.
Keywords: crowdsourcing; citizen science; stakeholder analysis; earth observations; observations
from satellites

1. Introduction
Over the last few decades, satellites have taken a primary role in a large number of our daily
activities. Billions of users across the globe consult weather services, navigation applications, send and
receive data, and share information online via satellites. Satellite observations and applications are
hence embedded into the daily fabric of modern society with a large number of application areas
such as agriculture, land monitoring, emergency response, defence, security and natural resource
management. Observations from Satellites (OS)—including observations of our home planet from
Earth Observation (EO) satellites; measurements, experiments and videos taken from the International
Space Station (ISS); observations of the universe (Space Science); and measurements from and for the
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)—provide the foundation for science to better understand
our planet and universe.
Rapid advances in the last few years in the field of Information and Communication Technology
(ICT)—including the Internet, cloud computing, social networks, and most importantly mobile
telephony—has revolutionized the way people connect and share information with each other.
The proliferation of smartphones and accessible Internet connectivity has largely contributed to
a massive amount of information readily available at the disposal of citizens. This has transformed the
information environment, where information is ubiquitously available to users, at all times of their
lives even during long commutes. At the same time, citizens can create and share content across a wide
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variety of platforms using multiple mechanisms. To this end, many businesses and entire industries
have based their business model out of the collective contributions of citizens and users. Popular
websites such as TripAdvisor, Amazon, eBay and most modern e-commerce platforms exploit the
potential of crowdsourced data to provide customers with a greater understanding of the value of the
purchases they intend to make. Wikipedia, Flickr and OpenStreetMap, on the other hand, serve as
excellent real-world examples where crowdsourcing has provided immense wealth of information
to be further used by organizations and communities worldwide. In fact, it has also been reported
that in many instances information collected from citizens and informal institutions can be more
detailed and of higher quality than provided by official institutions [1–4] and role of citizen-generated
information is ever increasing. As a testament to the importance of citizen-generated crowdsourced
data, the Digital Earth vision also encapsulates the role of citizens in daily life as not only mere
providers of data, but contributors and collaborators [5]. The Digital Earth vision highlights the main
policy, scientific and societal drivers that enable the vision of a “Digital Earth” as a multi-resolution,
three-dimensional representation of the planet to find, visualise and analyse large volumes of physical
and social environment data.
These two primary advancements have thereby created entirely new opportunities for users
of OS—also becoming providers of information to exploit the data for both science and societal
applications. Citizen science and crowdsourcing itself has had a rich history, dating back centuries
with early examples of crowd participation in tasks such as providing contribution to developing what
would eventually be called The Oxford English Dictionary [6] or inventing means of finding longitude
to an accuracy of 30 miles [7]. Large numbers of volunteers can be recruited over wide geographical
areas to collect, submit and interpret data at low cost [8]. Such widespread data collection (potentially
over extended time periods) would be simply infeasible without citizen participation. Indeed, a wide
geographical spread is essential to understanding the processes behind many of the important global
challenges of today: vegetation loss, climate change, natural resource management, migration patterns,
etc. Additionally, the volume of observation data (satellite-, airborne- and land-based)—some of which
can only be interpreted by humans—is constantly growing.
Crowdsourcing detailed, high-resolution annotations of such data hence facilitates timely scientific
analysis and decision making. Most studies, in this respect, focus on validation of OS and annotation
of images by employing volunteers (e.g., [9]). While this potential has already been recognized
(The Horizon 2020 Space Advisory Group’s Advice on potential priorities for research and innovation
in the Work Programme 2016–2017 notes the importance of crowdsourcing and citizen science and
involvement of the public [10]) as significant [11], thereby resulting in several research projects
(The NASA Roses Program’s Citizen Science for Earth Systems [12] call for project proposals addressing
Earth Observations and Crowdsourcing; [13]) and funded competitions [14] in the recent years,
we believe that there is a need to systematically study the potential, benefits, and opportunities as well
as risks involved in such efforts by involving different communities.
To this end, the Crowd4Sat project [15] aimed at studying how crowdsourcing and citizen
science can impact on Satellite Observations and explore its potential through four demonstration
projects involving different stake holders and crowdsourcing mechanisms. This paper presents the
findings from an activity within the project where stakeholders in crowdsourcing, citizen science
and Earth Observations were contacted to provide their views and opinions on the present state
and future of the field. While several studies discuss how crowdsourcing can contribute to Earth
Observations and Observations from Satellites [16,17], to our knowledge, this is the first systematic
study of stakeholder views and opinions on the highly evolving field. The next section presents
an overview of crowdsourcing and citizen science, followed by a description of the stakeholder
analysis activity. Finally, we present a summary of stakeholder opinions and highlight three most
critical aspects that need to be addressed by the community. We conclude the paper with a discussion
on future work.
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2. Citizen Science and Earth Observations
The involvement of volunteers in crowdsourcing solutions or engaging in research has a long
history [18,19]. This involvement, however, has evolved over the last years due to several factors:
Firstly, the use of modern technology and smartphones has significantly changed how citizens can
participate in large scale studies. Secondly, the advent of the Internet and Web 2.0 technologies has
revolutionized content authoring and means of communication. Prior to the 19th century, science and
scientific participation was only limited to people with alternative employment or affluent individuals
conducting investigations as a hobby [19]. Citizen science has had a significant contribution in many
areas of study such as archaeology, palaeontology, zoology, ecology and astronomy [20]. In recent
years, there has been a paradigm shift where citizens and communities are empowered with tools and
technologies to directly communicate and collaborate with authorities, businesses, research institutions
and scientists. Modern citizen science has also moved from participation of only the privileged few to
activities that can potentially encapsulate all citizens and communities, one of the earliest examples
being the Christmas Bird count, started in 1900 [19].
At the same time, technically proficient citizens and hobbyists can use their development skills
(using DIY kits such as Arduino [21], Raspberry Pi [22] or software analysis frameworks (Tableau [23]
and Qlikview [24] provide excellent visual means for users to get an insight on their datasets)) in
creating tools and solutions to sense their environments, analyse large scale data and so on. Finally,
the move toward an open framework where tools, data, technical plans are openly released and
made freely available by developers, authorities and institutions to be used and improved by others
has created an environment that fosters collaboration and interdisciplinary research (a large number
of datasets are made available by organisations, institutes and Governments for free, to be re-used
for developing tools, applications and analyses via open data portals (e.g., [25,26])). All of these
factors have now created enormous opportunities [27] for citizens to participate in very large scale
scientific studies whereby they can collect observations, analyse data, provide insight and even
participate in co-authoring [8,28,29] scientific papers (players of the fold.it project that explores protein
folding engineering solutions have been regularly co-authors in scientific publications) at a scale never
imagined before at low cost [8,28].
While participating in individual projects can provide means for citizens to be involved in
scientific studies and research, traditionally, their participation has been top-down with institutions
and professional scientists inviting communities to be a contributor and, hence, many communities
and citizens are not aware of projects that may be of interest to them. Websites such as SciStarter [30]
breaks this barrier and provide all citizens who are motivated to contribute with means to search for
citizen science projects that are aligned to their specific interests. This can empower citizens with means
to connect with and contribute to projects of interest even if they have not been previously engaged.
In the top-down citizen science projects discussed thus far, the research questions, data collection
mechanisms, analyses, reporting and methodologies have been defined by professional scientists.
Civic/Community science, on the other hand enhance the role of citizens in a bottom-up approach,
where citizens, based on their interests develop citizen science projects employing scientific techniques,
often with the collaboration of scientists [29,31]. iSeeChange [32] is an excellent example which
combines citizen science with citizen journalism, where citizens observe changes in their natural
environment and report them via mobile or online applications. These changes are then identified by
scientists and experts who can then respond as an explanation or conduct further experiments.
The notion of exploiting crowdsourcing in scientific and space applications as means for data
collection, distributed problem solving and eventually, close collaboration has gained recent traction,
more so with the increasing means for citizen participation [33]. The Geo-Wiki Project [34] serves as
an excellent testament to this by engaging online volunteers in validation of global land cover maps
based on their observations in Google Earth as well as local knowledge. The cities at night project uses
crowdsourcing to catalogue and classify high resolution images taken from the International Space
Station [35]. In the same spirit, the Image Detective project [36] enables citizens to locate astronaut
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photographs of Earth via a web based interface. The Stars4All [37] project engages the public for
raising awareness on light pollution by engaging citizens in crowdsourcing activities via mobile
photo sensors and gamification. The Dark Sky Matter project [38] similarly also enables citizens to
provide crowdsourced data to measure night sky brightness. Citizen Science and Earth Observations
is also being applied to a variety of application areas such as validation and integration of land
cover maps [39,40], urban forest management [41], air quality and pollution [42,43], biodiversity
conservation [44] and so on. Several examples exist that demonstrate the value of crowdsourcing
and Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI, [1]) within the context of humanitarian relief and
Emergency Response. Tomnod [45] crowdsources object and place annotation from satellite imagery
and has engaged volunteer communities in several large scale emergencies and studies. Tomnod is
one of the best examples of using crowdsourcing and volunteers to analyse satellite imagery over
large areas, eventually generating large amounts of data. For example, the search for the missing
Malaysian Airlines MH370 aircraft had 2.3 million Internet users submitting 18 million tags [46] for
over 745,000 images [47]; and Chile (12,425 objects) and Nepal (1 million objects) earthquakes mapped
large areas to identify damaged buildings and infrastructure.
Though not strictly contributing toward Observations from Satellite, several crowdsourcing
initiatives collect VGI that can help significantly increase and catalogue local knowledge and
observations. eBird [9] is one of the excellent long standing examples that harness the power of
crowdsourced ornithological observations across the world and conduct scientific studies at large scale,
which would not have been possible with traditional means of scientific study. The large amounts
of data (250 million observations covering 98.5% of world’s bird species, provided by 300 thousand
users (As presented by Rick Bonney in his keynote at ECSA conference, May 2016; notes from [48]))
collected from eBird is open access and has also been instrumental in several scientific publications,
demonstrating the value of such crowdsourced data. Similar initiatives in recording observations in
nature also exist in other domains such as Leafsnap [49] (automatically identifying and recording plant
species from physical attributes such as leaf shape, colour, etc.), NatureServe [50] (recording animal,
plant and habitats), and GeoExposures [51] (documenting geological features such as excavation,
pipelines, surveys, etc.).
3. The Crowd4Sat Project
The “CROWDsourcing for observations from SATellites” project is a recently concluded project
supported by case studies funded by the European Space Agency [52]. The objective of the project was
to investigate the different facets of how crowdsourcing and citizen science impact upon the validation,
use and enhancement of ESA Observations from Satellites (OS) products and services. Furthermore,
the project investigated how ESA products can be used in Crowdsourcing. The Crowd4Sat project
kicked off on 2 February 2015 and over the duration of 12 months was comprised of two main strands
of activities: Strategic Roadmapping and State of the Art; and Demonstration projects (case studies).
The four key demonstration projects, each addressing a concrete scientific and societal problem
informed the technical findings of the project: pollution in metropolitan areas, land use, water
management and snow coverage, and flood management and prevention. The project developed,
modified and deployed technologies to address the four demonstration projects in a variety of
crowdsourcing settings, with differing level of citizen engagement within each demonstration project.
In addition to the demonstration project activities, a thorough analysis of the field was also conducted
by means of literature survey, stakeholder analysis, technology survey and road-mapping. This paper
discusses one strand of the survey conducted, which involves understanding stakeholder views and
opinions of citizen science and crowdsourcing for Earth Observations. Over the duration of the project,
several areas of further research, recommendations and suggestions have been identified, based on
analyses, user feedback and stakeholder interviews.
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4. Stakeholder Survey
During the final phase of the Crowd4Sat project, multiple stakeholders were identified who were
highly relevant and involved in crowdsourcing/citizen science OS-based EO initiatives. Over a period
of five weeks, stakeholders were contacted to elicit information regarding their experiences on
a variety of aspects of crowdsourcing and CS, particularly related to EO. This section describes
the study conducted with their involvement. Stakeholders, in this scenario, are academics, researchers,
developers or even volunteers with a high interest, practical experience and expertise on the subject.
Their expertise lies in both aspects of crowdsourcing and citizen science and Earth Observations,
particularly from research experience, practice or having led projects and teams in such initiatives.
They are typically experts who have a very strong understanding of the field and how it is expected
to evolve in the next few years, and mostly have a significant experience in running large projects,
initiatives or organizations.
4.1. Methodology
A systematic approach was undertaken while conducting the survey. Although various attempts
have been made in the past to survey and exploit the benefits of crowdsourcing and citizen science
on Earth and Satellite Observations [33,53], to our knowledge, this is the first time where a variety
of stakeholders have been involved in providing their views and opinions on their perception of the
current and future state of the field. Hence, the study was aimed at being an exploratory one, with a few
open-ended questions to gauge stakeholder perception, and a few categorical questions aimed at
understanding expected timelines for the adoption of crowdsourcing/citizen science methodologies.
4.2. Design
The primary concern while designing the study was to ensure that experts are consulted with
the right means for them to participate. The large multitude of projects and initiatives across the
globe also introduced geographical limitations. Hence, conducting in-person interviews and focus
groups was determined to be unsuitable for this study. Finally, given the highly specific nature of the
expertise required, and that the process of the study is an exploratory one, it was decided to have
structured interviews via an online survey questionnaire. This would remove the need for arranging
interviews when the interviewer and interviewee would need to be available for a real-time interaction,
while helping stakeholders take their time to deliberate over their responses.
The process of designing the survey began in the last week of November 2015 and extended
over a few weeks. During the first weeks of January, the survey was shared among the project
partners and requests were sent to prospective participants from the last week of January. A variety
of relevant organizations and individuals were contacted, with brief details of the Crowd4Sat project
aims and the survey goals. The responses were then collected, and category-based questions (ones that
included a drop-down selections) were plotted to show the distribution of responses, and subjective
questions were collected together, and key concepts highlighted. We present findings of our analysis
in this section.
4.3. Survey
The survey started with a few questions related to the participant, collecting names, organizations
and email addresses. The questions in the survey were uncontroversial, and it was deemed important
to understand the responses of participants in relation to their experience and roles within their
organizations. This was explained before participants proceeded with the survey. Along with
contact information, participants were asked to provide some brief information on their experience in
Crowdsourcing activities and Satellite-based Earth Observation activities. Individual assessment of
personal experience is aimed at providing us with an understanding of the wide variety of participants.
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The survey then aimed to capture specific information on how the stakeholders expect
Crowdsourcing and Citizen Science to be employed in the near future in three different settings:
Scientific (as deployers), Commercial (as deployers) and Societal (citizens, authorities, civil protection,
tourism and science and academia). Adoption was categorized into short (<3 years), medium (3–5 years)
and long term (5–15 years), by different types of users such as innovators, early adopters, early majority,
late majority and laggards. A generic description (As from [54]) of these categories, as provided to the
participants is as follows:

•
•
•
•
•

Innovators: willing to take risks. Their risk tolerance allows them to adopt technologies that may
ultimately fail.
Early Adopters: judicious choice of adoption; socially forward.
Early Majority: adopt an innovation after a varying degree of time that is significantly longer than
the innovators and early adopters.
Late Majority: adopt an innovation after the average participant.
Laggards: last to adopt an innovation. Aversion to change-agents and typically tend to be focused
on “traditions”.

A final open-ended question on how the general adoption by the wider citizen community
will evolve over the future concluded the section. The following sections aimed at understanding
citizen science and crowdsourcing in a variety of aspects: impact, benefits and opportunities and
barriers. The final section was a generic one, to understand ease of access and manipulation of
satellite observation data. The survey concluded with questions requesting permission to contact the
participant in the future regarding the survey and the project in general.
4.4. Participants
A survey was created via Google Forms, made available at [55]. The survey was designed over
several weeks, with consultation between project partners and study of similar surveys. An initial
lookup of relevant projects and initiatives provided a set of 10 key stakeholders, who were initially
contacted to request for suggestions of further stakeholders. In all, 30 stakeholders were contacted
directly with requests on several project-based mailing lists. Overall, the number of stakeholders who
are estimated to have been contacted can be expected to be around 50, with expertise in a variety of
fields. The final number of responses were from 15 participants, all highly expert in the field and have
a variety of experiences.
A variety of stakeholders had responded to the survey, where the participant roles were
categorized as follows: commercial, consulting, researching/testing/developing solutions for
citizen science and leading/organizing crowdsourcing teams/activities. Given their expertise in
crowdsourcing and citizen science, particularly relevant to its application in OS, the participants were
ideally positioned to provide their inputs. A majority (9) of the participants are either organisers,
coordinators or managers of programs (scientific or commercial) that heavily exploit crowdsourcing
and OS data, and hence have a good understanding of the issues related to the collection, analysis and
exploitation of such datasets. Furthermore, the participants have practical experience in involving
and engaging with citizens and communities. Two participants belonged to local authorities and
had practical experience in using crowdsourced data for the enhancement of OS data by engaging
citizens and testing technological solutions. The remaining four participants were users who develop
and deploy technology for citizen science and crowdsourcing, particularly aimed at collection of
crowdsourced data and aligning it with satellite imagery.
The stakeholders also employ crowdsourcing/citizen science activities to address a variety of
application areas such as: understanding mobility, environment (air quality, land cover and use,
and water management), high accuracy time-based applications, education, classification of satellite
imagery, emergency management and commodity price collection. As can be seen, the engaged
stakeholders encapsulate a wide variety of the communities (scientific, commercial, citizens, authorities
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and decision makers) related to the survey and given their expertise on the topic and practical
experience in the field, can provide invaluable insights into the survey.
4.5. Analysis
The survey was conducted via Google Forms and shared online with the stakeholders. As a result,
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from [58].

5. Survey Results
The responses of stakeholders were highly insightful and identified several issues, while
highlighting the immense potential of engaging citizens in crowdsourcing and scientific activities
particularly to enhance OS and space-based products. The survey, being an online one provided the
opportunity for stakeholders to follow-up the authors had there been any confusion in the survey
questions. Prior to contacting stakeholders, the survey had been validated and cross-checked by the
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5. Survey Results
The responses of stakeholders were highly insightful and identified several issues, while
highlighting the immense potential of engaging citizens in crowdsourcing and scientific activities
particularly to enhance OS and space-based products. The survey, being an online one provided the
opportunity for stakeholders to follow-up the authors had there been any confusion in the survey
questions. Prior to contacting stakeholders, the survey had been validated and cross-checked by the
Crowd4Sat consortium. The survey also had descriptions of terms that could have been misinterpreted
such as the standard definitions of innovators, early adopters and so on. As a result, responses indicate
that survey questions were interpreted by all respondents as they were originally intended when8 of 21
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cost satellites serving free data. There is also a need for high volumes of high precision data, which can
trigger a step change in the adoption of citizen science initiatives.
5.2. Commercial Organisations
Similar to the adoption by the Scientific Community, participants were requested to provide their
views on citizen science/crowdsourcing initiatives deployed by commercial organizations. This is
a slightly different aspect, as enterprises are primarily driven by financial benefits and rewards,
while the scientific community is driven by scientific goals. Figure 3 presents the distribution of the
stakeholder
views
adoption
of citizen science and crowdsourcing initiatives in a commercial setting.
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Civil Protection (Emergency Response) domain has seen a paradigm shift in the way citizens can
contribute. Tourism industries have been revolutionized by a variety of websites such as TripAdvisor
and Airbnb, which rely on citizens to drive their data. Emergency Response, in limited cases has also
seen an uptake on citizen-generated data [59–61], and several authorities are highly active on Social
Media and exploit social data as means to find critical information, albeit after much effort to overcome
institutional resistance. Indeed, many of the crowdsourcing initiatives for the Earth Observation
domain have already been in mapping disasters and emergencies [62–64], and it is expected that
citizen participation and crowdsourcing will continue to be a major aspect of emergency response.
Hence, there is an excellent opportunity for citizen science and crowdsourcing initiatives to be adopted
by such domains, while there is still a long way to go. Concerns such as lack of resources, staff
experience, fear of data quality, privacy and security [65,66] still continue to exist that needs to be
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experiences and noted an increased involvement of citizens, while a few (5) noted that a generic
experiences and noted an increased involvement of citizens, while a few (5) noted that a generic
answer to the question was not possible. Two participants mentioned that there has been less of a
answer to the question was not possible. Two participants mentioned that there has been less of
change in the past years—this is primarily due to the lack of knowledge of crowdsourcing and citizen
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that participation from common citizens was still low, while expert citizens and researchers presently
frequently largely contribute to Crowdsourcing initiatives. Participation of citizens have also
increased due to several groups being more willing to be engaged such as boy scouts, youth groups,
science clubs, senior citizen homes and so on.
The difficulty in providing a concrete response to the question has also been explained in several
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that participation from common citizens was still low, while expert citizens and researchers presently
frequently largely contribute to Crowdsourcing initiatives. Participation of citizens have also increased
due to several groups being more willing to be engaged such as boy scouts, youth groups, science
clubs, senior citizen homes and so on.
The difficulty in providing a concrete response to the question has also been explained in several
ways: firstly, this varies greatly based on application areas, projects and programs, and over the
duration of the activities, some “have built up over many years and plateaued in number of participants”,
while “others have gone down”. Some major issues that citizen science owners are currently struggling
with are sustained contributions, limited activity and attrition of participants. Presently, it is also
difficult to assess the status of many initiatives. There are many reasons that could be attributed
to greater or lower participation such as commercial and social drivers, communication strategy,
incentives and crowd motivation. However, this is different for each project, where some advertise
better/use the media better to recruit; while some have better interfaces and feedback/contact with
their citizens, etc.
The second question was to ascertain how experts perceived citizen science and crowdsourcing
to evolve in the next years. This question received a more harmonious response from all
participants—most stakeholders believe there will be a constant increase in citizen participation.
Several reasons were provided, with the access to technology and increasing awareness of technology
and citizen science initiatives being the most cited. A few participants mentioned the need to tie such
initiatives with personal activities and hobbies of citizens to ensure citizen participation. Another way
to ensure greater participation is to develop suitable tools to address citizen science needs related
to issues that are important and relevant to citizens. One responder mentions: “citizen engagement
will consist of three components: (1) consolidation and expansion of citizen observatories and citizen science
projects; (2) recruitment of new citizen observers from society at large; and (3) improvement of knowledge
transfer capacity building through the formation of local leaders to strengthen local-community networks”.
This provides an insight into how future road mapping activities can be conducted: as mentioned,
a large number of projects already exist and some effort can be focused on integrating/consolidating
such initiatives. Initiatives such as SciStarter can help volunteers look for the kind of crowdsourcing
and application areas they are interested and passionate about and hence, eventually be able to
increase engagement.
The final question was addressed at understanding how we can improve citizen engagement in
the context of crowdsourcing and citizen science. Several ideas had emerged: one of the most popular
ideas was to create appropriate strategies and planning to ensure citizens’ interests are aligned with
the citizen science activities. This will need “win-win” models to boost engagement by providing
some kind of benefits to the participants. Engagement needs to be researched as “it could take different
actions to keep different people engaged. For some it may be rapid response on the data collected ..., for others
it could be hearing from scientists involved in the program”. Another core idea emerged very strongly:
communication will be the key to ensure citizen participation: starting from raising awareness of
the culture of citizen science at schools, to communicating to citizens and partnering with other
organizations who already have members. The use of social media was also noted, and there is a need
for stronger ties between citizen science and social media. One participant summarized very well the
various ideas that emerged:
“(we can ensure greater engagement) through good design, good media campaigns, strong feedback
mechanisms, appealing idea, strong link to science, good links to grassroots organizations”.
5.5. Impacts, Benefits and Opportunities
This section of the survey addressed the crowdsourcing/citizen science aspect of Earth
Observations: in essence, four questions were posed to the participants:
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How do you think citizen science could be better used with satellite observations?
How do you expect citizen science initiatives could contribute to society over the next 3, 5,
15 years?
How do you think satellite related citizen science initiatives could better target education
and outreach?
Are there any areas you think citizen science could really make a difference?

Stakeholder responses to the first question addressed a few key aspects: primarily using citizen
science data to augment and improve understanding of contextual environment. There should
be mechanisms to provide citizens to see “immediately or automatically the results of data collection”,
and communicate the end results of their activities and how they have contributed. Another participant
also mentioned this idea, where the data thereby collected can be made easy to access and visualize,
Nasa Giovanni [67] being a good example of such an initiative. Citizen science data can potentially
verify and improve the spatial and temporal resolution of satellite observations, and there is a need to
find ways to use multiple instruments, which are more usable. An idea where producing guidelines
on how new citizen science observatories can be started, with best practices for technical tools can
provide a good starting point. Indeed, the need for ensuring sustainability of crowdsourcing and
crowdsourcing solutions is an urgent one. One good example where crowdsourcing has served well is
the disaster management domain. Another suggested use for citizen science could be in validation of
EO products and interpretation of imagery.
Outlook for citizen science initiatives contributing to the society were highly positive among the
stakeholders: most believe that in the next 3–5 years, it is highly likely that there will be a significant
contribution within different aspects of society. Crowdsourcing can be expected to be fast growing
in the next three years, though in terms of applications for EO and OS data, crowdsourcing will be
expected to be a niche in the next three years. As OS are reaching a stage of maturity, citizen science
could be a disruptive technology that could promise a significant improvement. One of the main
areas of impact could be providing complementary observations during the revisit times of satellites.
Several participants noted that the areas of emergency response and environmental monitoring could
be potential areas where citizen science could significantly contribute to the society. A variety of
application areas were also suggested such as fisheries, climate change monitoring, biodiversity
monitoring, water resources monitoring, carbon sources, agricultural applications.
All participants agreed that targeting education and outreach would be a very helpful activity
and, as a result, many ideas were proposed. It is very effective to teach young school students from the
very first classes, however the communication and content needs to be differentiated by the targeted
age. There is a need to underline and highlight the potential of citizen science initiatives. Some ideas
emerged on making scientific research projects mandatory in all science classes grades 3–12 and
college level general science education. Another possibility could be to provide tools and data for
free to undergraduates and postgraduate students. Finding new academic groups not traditionally
involved in crowdsourcing could also help increase uptake of citizen science and crowdsourcing.
A gaming approach for education was also suggested, while partnering with existing programs could
also provide some help in accessing more students. One such example of gamification is the fold.it [68]
game that provides gamers with computationally difficult protein folding problems in the form of
puzzles [69]. Some further ideas such as outreach activities in festival of sciences, “train the trainer”
workshops, engaging stakeholders and volunteers, bioblitzes (Group activities comprising of scientists,
hobbyists and volunteers engage in an intensive field study over a period of continuous study. This is
an attempt to record biodiversity and the wide variety of species living in a geographical area, as well
as encourage more public participation and generate interest. From [70]), DIY workshops, species
surveys etc. were also suggested.
A wide variety of potential areas where citizen science could make a difference were also identified
and examples of such are: health citizen science (e.g., uncovering root-causes), urban planning,
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homeland security, environmental modelling, crisis/emergency management, public affairs, science
education and automotive industry to name a few.
5.6. Barriers
In order for citizen science initiatives to be implemented and adopted in a larger scale, several
barriers would need to be overcome: participants were requested to provide their views on procedural,
technical and trust and provenance. Procedural barriers identified were multiple: data protection and
privacy (this is particularly challenging with real-time data and open data movement); standardization;
clear policies; ethics and anonymization (respecting privacy of users); commercial barriers (particularly
when information needs to be shared among multiple sectors); understanding the true value of citizen
science data; confidence on citizen science data (professional/scientific). Some further procedural
barriers were also identified such as the need to bring together multiple groups to solve a common
problem, buy-in from national mapping agencies and so on.
Technical barriers involve dealing with heterogeneous nature of data, lack of Big Data infrastructure,
unavailability of enough data, complexity of tools and technologies, bias in the data (temporal and
spatial), need for easy to use technologies for technology savvy and naïve users, Internet availability,
data sharing.
The final barriers citizen science initiatives need to overcome are in trust and provenance.
Most participants agreed that this is a complex task and is extremely challenging to address: “Anybody
working within legislated frameworks will have issues with data that have unknown quality/undescribable
quality” (provenance), while “many aspects including security and privacy and possible manipulations”
are concerns that relate to trust. One participant noted the need to ensure bias is not introduced in the
citizen science data, hence a clear process of capturing provenance information including demographics
is needed. The lack of a citizen science generated data quality standard is also a significant challenge
to the community. Most responses call for standardized validation processes, which will need to
be investigated. There is also a concern in understanding the importance given to citizen science
data—while the public can trust “CS data to choose a restaurant and book their holidays”, “professional and
some scientific communities are still doubtful about CS data quality and may be reticent to adoption”.
6. Summary and Conclusions
While the need for crowdsourcing and citizen science in the enhancement of space based
observations is clear and well-motivated, it is a long way from being an established aspect of
Earth Observations. In spite of the benefits being clear to all stakeholders, there is a significant and
consolidated effort required for crowdsourcing to gain greater acceptance and prominence. We believe
with a rising interest and demand for crowdsourced information, there is also a need to understand
the hurdles and challenges that are foreseen by stakeholders, which can eventually be addressed with
a systematic approach. This is an extremely important step at this critical juncture where rising demand
and interest in low cost approaches for enhancing space based observation meets large communities of
well-motivated, technically proficient and increasingly conscious citizens. Addressing these concerns
at this stage can help shape how the field evolves in the near future. To this end, we identify the
critical aspects of the stakeholder views and attempt to create a roadmap for the citizen science and
crowdsourcing community. We believe that these are aspects that are most pressing and will need to be
addressed in order to make a step change in the field of crowdsourcing not only for Earth Observations,
but also for academia, research, society and industry as well. We list the three most critical areas that
we believe must be urgently addressed for a significant impact:
6.1. Data Governance, Standardization, Trust
Crowdsourced data can make significant impact on the application area, however quality,
trustworthiness of information and contributors is often uncertain and difficult to assess. Privacy
is critical as personal information needs to be protected, anonymized and always securely stored.
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At the same time, there is a need to preserve the maximum amount of metadata and provenance
information related to crowdsourced observations to further provide measures for assessing data
quality and user context. The primary recommendation for such concerns is to start developing policies
and protocols to ensure there is a well-established standard toward collecting, treating and storing
crowdsourced data. Standardization is extremely important as it can generalize how such data is
treated with confidentiality and privacy in consideration. The survey [71] conducted by highlighted
the diversity of 121 citizen science initiatives and presented how various projects can re-use and
share data between them and discuss that a large number of the initiatives already have a dedicated
data management plan, providing access to raw data. Such surveys can be extremely important in
understanding how other citizen science projects handle various aspects of data (e.g., re-use, sharing,
licensing, and quality control).
A standardized approach will also help in increasing credibility and confidence in the data
collected, and hence, be more acceptable by different communities such as scientific, authorities
and industrial organisations. Furthermore, standardization will significantly help in data sharing
and re-use between projects and initiatives. Given that further complexities do exist in aspects
of sharing commercially sensitive information and licensing restrictions, we believe a formal and
standardized approach of data collection, processing and storage will eventually significantly simplify
the process. Hence, the primary recommendation is to establish a framework of standardization,
based on guidelines and principles on formalizing the process of data governance. Core working
groups such as ECSA’s (European Citizen Science Association) Projects, Data, Tools and Technology
Committee (European Citizen Science Association’s Working Group on projects, data, tools and
technologies, [72]) and Citizen Science Association’s Data and Metadata working group (Citizen Science
Association’s Data and Metadata working group, [73]) has already started efforts in consolidating
expertise in the field and can help adapt the activities of wider communities (Data on the web best
practices W3C Working Group [74]; Spatial Data on the Web W3C Working Group [75]) toward
developing a standardized framework for data governance and management. The ISO 19156 model
for Observations and Measurement can also serve as an excellent starting point [76]. Particularly
relevant in this context is the work done by the Semantic Web [77] and Linked Data [78] communities,
where data is represented with metadata in a machine readable and processable manner, adhering
to strict ontological rules and domain formalisms. Such initiatives can also significantly assist in
addressing the concerns regarding provenance and trust in crowdsourced datasets. Provenance is
metadata regarding an object’s (here, a data point or observation) origin and history [79]. Several
models have also been proposed in formalizing provenance in crowdsourced data and VGI [80–83],
which can be used as a great starting point for capturing provenance.
6.2. Social Presence, Support and Education
All stakeholders stressed the importance of the social aspect in crowdsourcing and citizen
science. Of course, the very need for citizen engagement warrants a significant focus on societal
aspects of involving communities and citizens. One view dominated stakeholder responses: such
initiatives need a very strong focus on communication. It is important to critically analyse the
successful and unsuccessful crowdsourcing initiatives to understand how they have communicated
with citizens. Such initiatives typically use advertising and marketing campaigns, outdoor activities,
social media and there is a need to study and understand the impact and possibilities of each
mechanism. Communication also requires continuous exchange of ideas, feedback and viewpoints
between citizens, authorities and scientists. Often, engagement from scientists and experts in the field
can significantly increase the interest of public and ensure continued interaction [84–88].
The next important aspect is to align crowdsourcing activities with citizen interest. This requires
firstly understanding the topics, areas and domains of interest of target communities and then
developing mechanisms to ensure the required crowdsourced observations can be collected by activities
that involve such topics of interest (the hugely successful, recently released game Pokémon Go,
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for example, has been successful at engaging citizens in physical activities and exploring localities,
and the SciStarter blog discusses the possibilities of combining such games with citizen science
activities [89]). There is a need to involve citizens and communities in iterative user centred design
processes, where citizens are consulted in different aspects of the projects to instil a sense of belonging
and ownership. Engaging citizens in outreach activities can provide excellent ways for them to be
interested in science and scientific process in an enjoyable environment—though such events have
often been part of camps and school activities, there is a need to increase such efforts. In conjunction
with ubiquitous technologies such as smartphones, smart watches and tablets, such efforts can
help engage different communities such as school children and young professionals. The elderly
population also risk being alienated if adequate care is not taken to develop technologies that can
assist them with providing their contributions. Their experience and local and community knowledge
can offer an immense wealth of information that is invaluable to citizen science initiatives—hence,
there should be a focus on developing tools and technologies that are user friendly and intuitive
for such communities. Finally, involving non-profit organizations and tie ups with grassroots
organizations can help develop win-win models for social engagement, which can eventually help
foster a greater collaboration.
6.3. Technical Implementation
While engaging citizens and communities have social and procedural dimensions, several
technical challenges still hinder citizen engagement. A concern among the stakeholders was the
lack of generic technologies which citizens and communities can quickly employ and use in their daily
crowdsourcing activities, particularly for dealing with complicated datasets, combining heterogeneous
data and Big Data infrastructure. The first step in addressing this would be to formalize the process of
data collection and archiving itself, and hence, a standardized data governance framework would be
a significant help toward developing and using generic technologies. One of the most important views
of stakeholders was the need to engage citizens by providing them with interactive visualizations
and feedback about the data they contributed and how they contributed in the broader initiative.
A number of user friendly and freely available tools are already available that can help users
(often, non-technical) explore and analyse datasets such as Google Spreadsheets, Infogr.am [90],
Tableau [91] and Visualizefree [92], without the need to write complex codes and algorithms. The tools
enable users to upload their data as CSV files, databases or provide a URL where the data files are
hosted, upon which several dashboards can be easily created with the help of intuitive wizards and
visualization suggestions. Additionally, such tools can also generate publicly accessible links which can
be shared within communities. Many such tools, such as Tableau, are also highly community-driven
and hence a significant amount of support (e.g., tutorials, examples, and discussion boards) is available
for users requiring any assistance. Similar (commercially available) tools [93,94] are currently used in
a commercial setting for supporting managers and business analysts with their Business Intelligence
needs. Although widely available for use today, the stakeholders acknowledged that there is a need to
increase awareness among citizens of such tools, and also further develop into innovative user friendly
tools that can be used by all user communities. Such tools can be easily deployed in a standardized
framework to help citizens engage with their data, and hence feel more involved in the process of data
collection and citizen science.
At the same time, several tools have been developed that can be used for seamlessly managing the
entire lifecycle of collection and gathering of data via crowdsourcing, linking with external resources,
analysing datasets, visualizing and final reporting. Ushahidi [95] is perhaps one of the most famous
tools that communities have been using over the past few years and several plugins are widely
available that can add value to data. Several other tools such as OpenDataKit [96], Gemma [97] are also
available that aim at mass data collection and mapping. While some of these tools may require some
technical proficiency, the process of data collection, and its subsequent analysis has never been easier.
In fact, a lot of the tools previously discussed do not require users to even write a line of code—this
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has significantly simplified the process of initiating, monitoring and sustaining citizen science projects.
While many of such tools are not prepared for raw EO and OS data, the process of using crowdsourcing
for annotating satellite imagery, via user friendly tools and open data can increase the capability of
citizens to make highly significantly discoveries. Several examples of such initiatives exist, particularly
in planetary science such as GalaxyZoo [98], Zooniverse [99], and iMars [100,101] to name a few,
with some already generating scientific discoveries. For example, SpaceWarps [102] discovered 29 new
gravitational lenses using volunteers, which were earlier missed by computer programs [103]. Google
Earth is also an excellent example where discoveries have been made by citizens studying features
from Satellite imagery [104,105].
6.4. Human Centered Design
Finally, technical solutions requiring citizen involvement need a significant effort by User
Experience (UX) and interaction design communities. There is a great need for developing highly
usable and intuitive interfaces, devices and technologies in order to provide users with an enjoyable
and stimulating experience. This is one of the important aspects that can significantly impact on
the acceptability of solutions and eventually, continued engagement of users. Several guidelines
and principles can be used as an excellent starting point for both browser-based and mobile
interfaces [106–109]. At the same time, care should also be taken to ensure that solutions are designed
for all user groups—while technology savvy users can be comfortable with various interaction
mechanisms and interfaces, several user communities risk to be left out if solutions are not designed
keeping them in consideration. Elderly retired volunteers are one community that can provide highly
valuable insights, opinions and local knowledge, which needs to be accessed and catalogued with
appropriate means. Interaction and data presentation mechanisms specifically designed for elderly
populations are critical to ensuring such communities can effectively participate in citizen science and
crowdsourcing initiatives (e.g., [110,111]).
Assessing stakeholder views and opinions is a significant aspect of understanding how the field
will evolve in the next few years. With their many years of experience and expertise in crowdsourcing
and EO, stakeholders have a very strong understanding and deep insight into practical considerations,
opportunities and challenges ahead. This strand of activity within the Crowd4Sat project has hence
been highly engaging and provided with a lot of insight and ideas. It is also important to understand the
limitations of the survey. As discussed earlier, the number of participants was comparatively low (15).
However, all participants are highly active and expert in the fields of crowdsourcing, particularly for
Earth Observations and a majority are involved in initiating, monitoring and sustaining citizen science
and crowdsourcing projects that are aimed at enhancing and exploiting Satellite Observation data.
Participants also belonged to various communities such as research and academia; industry; decision
makers and authorities. Although a larger number of respondents would be very helpful, we believe
the views and opinions of the participants are concrete and provide a strong starting point for future
surveys and studies. At the same time, it must be noted that all the participants are heavy users of
crowdsourcing and EO data and hence the survey does not include the viewpoints of sceptics.
The next steps in this regard will involve stakeholders in a more engaged manner, using a variety
of methodologies such as focus groups and interviews, but focusing on specific areas and domains.
This will also involve more focused questions on space based products, datasets and services.
For example, one of the interesting ways to continue will be to invite developer communities to build
tools, devices and applications within the framework of hackathons and data mashups. Given the need
for highly usable and well-designed solutions, a possible aspect could be to employ the developed
solutions within the context of citizen science workshops. Lessons and findings could be paramount to
addressing one of the big challenges in the field. We also aim to conduct a more focused and thorough
review of the existing citizen science initiatives for EO and OS, particularly that aligns with the
application areas identified in this paper: scientific, societal, and commercial. Finally, another possible
avenue that we aim to explore is to understand how a standardized framework can be developed
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using Semantic Web and Linked Data can be used for releasing crowdsourced information and
crowdsourcing tools.
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